Do you want to combine visiting your alma mater and the city of Stuttgart? The alumni network of the University of Stuttgart welcomes you and provides you with suggestions for overnight accommodations and events as well as other local features of Stuttgart.

Hotels and overnight accommodations

- **Tourist infos: accommodations**
  The Stuttgart-Marketing GmbH provides a search engine that helps you find different accommodations in the greater Stuttgart area.

Public transportation

- **Public transportation (VVS)**
  The public transit association of Stuttgart (VVS GmbH) coordinates the local public transport in Stuttgart and in many neighboring areas.

- **Maps and plans of the VVS**
  Here you can find various maps and plans of the VVS GmbH (city maps, integrated railway network).

- **3-Day Ticket**
  The VVS GmbH offers overnight guests a ticket with a validation for three days.

City and urban life

- **City of Stuttgart**
  The official web presence of the city of Stuttgart provides you a great amount of information about the urban life, education sector, economy and work, city development, traffic and mobility, culture, tourism and much more in Stuttgart.

- **Tourist Infos**
  The Stuttgart Marketing GmbH has two contact points for tourists in Stuttgart: One centrally located at the main railway station of Stuttgart and the other at Stuttgart Airport.

- **Region Stuttgart**
  “Region Stuttgart” is a tourist platform of the Stuttgart Marketing GmbH that informs people about services, attractions and events around the city.

- **Panorama pictures of Stuttgart**
  Enjoy the city of Stuttgart – through a 360 degrees perspective!

- **Events and tickets in Stuttgart**
  “Region Stuttgart” provides a search engine for various events around Stuttgart: exhibitions, festivals, events for children, musicals, guided city tours and much more.

- **StuttCard: Stuttgart all inclusive**
  “StuttCard” is the welcome ticket of the city of Stuttgart. By purchasing the ticket, you benefit from selected partners in Stuttgart for either 24 hours, 48 hours or 72 hours: e.g. free entrance to museums or other discounts.

- **Hop-on Hop-off Citytour**
  The “Stuttgart Citytour” is a round trip in an open-top double-decker bus through Stuttgart.

- **Architektouren Stuttgart**
  “Architektouren-Stuttgart” offers city tours focusing on contemporary architecture and urban planning.
Culture and politics

- **State Parliament of Baden-Wurttemberg [de]**
  This is the official website of the State Parliament of Baden-Wurttemberg. It provides you with up-to-date information of press releases, agenda topics, decisions and visitor information (participation at plenary sessions, school excursions, visits for adults, virtual tours and much more).

- **“House of History” Baden-Wurttemberg [de]**
  The “House of History” Baden-Wurttemberg is a national history museum that portrays the history of South West Germany up to 1790.

- **“Linden-Museum” Stuttgart: State Museum for ethnology [de]**
  The “Linden-Museum” in Stuttgart is one of the largest ethnology museums in Europe. The gallery features exhibits from Africa, to the Islamic Orient, North America and Latin America, South Asia and East Asia up to Oceania. The permanent exhibition is completed by a variety of special exhibitions.

- **“Staatsgalerie Stuttgart” [de]**
  The “Staatsgalerie Stuttgart” is centrally located in the heart of Stuttgart at the Palace Square (German: “Schlossplatz”) and is a museum of art with artworks that go back to the 14th century. Periodically, special exhibitions take place.

- **“Schauspielbühnen” in Stuttgart [de]**
  The “Schauspielbühnen” are two spoken theaters in Stuttgart: in the Old Playhouse and in the Comedy at Marquardt.

- **“Ludwigsburger Schlossfestspiele” [de]**
  Twice a year, the “Ludwigsburger Schlossfestspiele” take place. The program consists of different categories: music, dance, theatre and literature.

- **“Landesmuseum Württemberg” in the Old Castle [de]**
  The “Landesmuseum Württemberg”, which is located at the Old Castle is a national history museum that displays the history of Baden-Wurttemberg from the Stone Age to the present. A special feature of the museum are the display collections.

- **The City of Stuttgart Museum “StadtPalais” [de]**
  The City of Stuttgart Museum “StadtPalais” is centrally situated at the “Charlottenplatz” in Stuttgart. The permanent exhibition issues the city history since the end of the 18th century to the present.

- **More museums and galleries [de]**
  “Region Stuttgart” of the Stuttgart Marketing GmbH helps you to search for museums and galleries in the greater Stuttgart area based on various criteria. This way, you will find the museum that matches your interest.

- **“Staatstheater Stuttgart” [de]**
  The “Staatstheater Stuttgart”, located in the upper section of the “Schlossgarten” in Stuttgart, offers you entertainment in different sectors: State Opera, ballet, plays, JOIN and State Orchestra.

- **More theaters and event locations [de]**
  “Stuttgart Information” is a platform for the greater Stuttgart area. It provides an overview of different theaters in Stuttgart.

- **“arsmondo”: Culture in Baden-Wurttemberg and in the world [de]**
  “arsmondo” is a culture portal that illustrates the diverse cultural landscape in Baden-Wurttemberg: on stages, in art or literature, in design and architecture, through cultural tourism, through film and media or with panorama views.